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Integrating nested spatial scales] implications for the

coexistence of competitors on a patchy resource
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Summary

0[ Intraspeci_c aggregation at a single spatial scale can promote the coexistence of
competitors[ This paper demonstrates how this same mechanism can be applied to the
many systems that are patchy at two scales\ with patches nested within {superpatches|[
1[ Data are presented from a _eld study showing that insects living in rotting fruits
have aggregated distributions in the fruits under a single tree\ and that the mean
density and degree of aggregation varies signi_cantly among trees[ Observations in
this system motivate the following models[
2[ A model of competition has been developed between two species which explicitly
represents spatial variation at two scales[ By integrating the probability distributions
for each scale\ the marginal distributions of competitors over all patches can be found
and used to calculate coexistence criteria[ This model assumes global movement of
the competitors[
3[ Although spatial variation at a single scale may not be su.cient for coexistence\
the total variation over all patches can allow coexistence[ Variation in mean densities
among superpatches and variation in the degree of aggregation among superpatches
both promote coexistence\ but act in di}erent ways[
4[ A second model of competition between two species is described which incorporates
the e}ects of limited movement among superpatches[ Limited movement among
superpatches generally promotes coexistence\ and also leads to correlations among
aggregation and the mean densities of competitors[

Key!words] aggregation\ coexistence\ competition\ negative binomial\ nested spatial
variation[
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Introduction

Many models have shown that multiple species with
identical resource use can coexist\ if the resource varies
spatially or temporally "Atkinson + Shorrocks 0870^
Chesson + Warner 0870#[ Aggregation\ or clumping\
of competitors can generate spatial variation if the
resource occurs in discrete patches[ In particular\ if a
superior competitor is aggregated so that some pat!
ches harbour many individuals while others harbour
few\ then an inferior competitor using the same set of
patches may persist inde_nitely "Atkinson + Shor!
rocks 0870^ Atkinson + Shorrocks 0873^ Ives + May
0874^ Ives 0877#[ As aggregation of the superior com!
petitor increases\ the superior competitor su}ers more
from intraspeci_c competition\ and a higher pro!
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portion of patches are left empty for inferior com!
petitors to exploit[ E}ects of aggregation on coexist!
ence at one spatial scale are well documented^
however\ many resources are patchy at more than one
scale[ For a resource that is patchy at two nested
scales\ {superpatches| "collections of smaller!scale pat!
ches# may exhibit varying degrees of aggregation or
densities of competitors\ and thus may contribute
di}erentially to coexistence at a regional scale[ Pre!
vious theory has not addressed how variation in aggre!
gation at di}erent scales may a}ect the coexistence of
competitors[ In this paper evidence is _rst presented
from a _eld system "insect larvae feeding on the fallen
fruit of a tropical tree# that the degree of aggregation
and density of competitors has a hierarchical spatial
structure[ Analytical and simulation models are then
used to examine how the role of aggregation at nested
spatial scales a}ects the coexistence of competitors[

Although previous models of competitors using
patchy and ephemeral resources have considered only
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a single spatial scale of patches\ many resources\
including fruits\ mushrooms and plants in forest gaps
can be patchy at more than one scale "e[g[ Debouzie\
Heizmann + Humblot 0882^ Gross\ Pregitzer + Bur!
ton 0884^ van Klinken + Walter 0885^ Underwood +
Chapman 0885#[ For instance\ for the insect larvae
that develop and compete inside rotting fruits\ each
fruit is a discrete patch\ but for the adult insects that
determine the distribution of larvae among fruits\
resources may appear to be patchy not only at the
scale of fruits\ but also at the scale of trees[ Adults
searching for oviposition sites may use one set of
cues to _nd appropriate trees "superpatches rich in
oviposition sites#\ and another set of cues and behav!
iours to select fruits under each tree[ Just as splitting
a uniform resource into patches at a single spatial scale
can change criteria for the coexistence of competitors\
adding a second scale of patches expands the potential
for spatial heterogeneity\ and thus may alter the range
of conditions allowing coexistence[

If a relatively high degree of aggregation of the
superior competitor is required for an inferior com!
petitor to persist\ and the requisite degree of aggre!
gation occurs in only some superpatches\ then these
superpatches may play a disproportionate role in
determining coexistence[ The present study uses a sim!
ple model to investigate the degree to which hier!
archical variation in the aggregation and density of
competitors will facilitate coexistence beyond the
e}ect achieved by aggregation at a single spatial scale[
This model implicitly assumes global movement
among all patches[ To investigate whether limited
movement among superpatches changes the import!
ance of hierarchical aggregation for coexistence\ a
second model is used that relaxes the assumption of
global movement\ using an approach in which super!
patches are viewed as {islands| with limited migration
among them "Kareiva 0889#[ These models take the
general approach of describing spatial variation at
each scale with separate probability distributions\ and
then integrating these distributions to arrive at a
description of regional aggregation[ Because both of
these new models rely on a framework provided by
previous work describing aggregation at a single scale\
some earlier models and results are _rst brie~y
reviewed[ A natural system is then described that has
spatial variation at two spatial scales[

PREVIOUS MODELS OF AGGREGATION AND

THE COEXISTENCE OF COMPETITORS

The aggregation mechanism of coexistence was pro!
posed by Atkinson + Shorrocks "0870\ 0873# and
Hanski "0870#[ Shorrocks and coauthors "Shorrocks\
Rosewell + Edwards 0889^ Shorrocks + Bingley 0883#
have since explored several elaborations of their orig!
inal simulations\ by adding priority e}ects and linking
the degree of aggregation and mean density[ General
conditions for the aggregation mechanism to promote

coexistence were obtained analytically by Ives + May
"0874#\ and Ives "0877#[ These analyses demonstrated
that the probability of an inferior competitor _nding a
resource patch where the superior competitor is absent
depends on the degree of aggregation of the superior
competitor[ When a superior competitor is more
aggregated\ coexistence with an inferior competitor
becomes possible for even higher intensities of com!
petition[

Unlike the fugitive mechanism of coexistence "Horn
+ MacArthur 0861# the aggregation mechanism does
not require the competitors to di}er in their ability to
_nd or colonize patches\ nor to be able to detect the
presence or absence of individuals already in a patch[
In the aggregation mechanism the inferior competitor
_nds its refuges from the superior competitor by
chance\ not by ability[ For this reason this mechanism
has also been called a probability refuge mechanism
"Shorrocks 0889#[ Resource partitioning is not
invoked because\ in the absence of either competitors
or aggregation\ all species would have equal per!
formance on all patches\ nor are the distributions of
species necessarily negatively correlated[ The aggre!
gation mechanism of coexistence assumes instead that
competing species are independently distributed
among patches "but see Rosewell\ Shorrocks +
Edwards 0889#[ Ives + May "0874\ Ives 0877# inves!
tigated the e}ect of correlated distributions between
competitors\ and found that resource partitioning can
act in concert with aggregation further to promote
coexistence[

Neither the simulations nor the analytical models
describing the aggregation mechanism explicitly keep
track of every individual in every patch[ Instead\ the
distributions of individuals among patches are
described by probability distributions[ Negative
binomial distributions are commonly used to describe
the aggregation of individuals among patches because
they provide good _ts to empirical data "Krebs 0878^
Rosewell et al[ 0889#[ These statistical descriptions of
the distributions of competitors allow calculation of
the expected frequency of di}erent combinations of
competitors\ and thus the frequency of di}erent out!
comes of competition[ This process ignores details of
adult behaviour that are responsible for the spatial
patterns\ but concentrates on the consequences of
aggregation as a life history trait\ regardless of its
origin[

NESTED SPATIAL PATTERNS IN A NATURAL

SYSTEM] METHODS

The theoretical investigations that follow are motiv!
ated by the observation that variation among patches
exists at two nested spatial scales in a tropical insect
community\ speci_cally the insects that feed in the
fruits of Apeiba membranacea "Tiliaceae#\ a canopy
tree in Central American rainforests[ Some of the
results supporting this conclusion are described below[
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A more complete description and analysis appears
elsewhere "Inouye 0877#[ After they fall and begin to
rot\ Apeiba fruits are rapidly colonized by a wide range
of pulp!eating insects\ including ~ies\ beetles\ moths
and predatory arthropods[ The four most abundant
of these species\ on which this study focuses\ are a
small moth in the subfamily Tineinae "Tineidae# and
three Diptera\ Chlorops sp[ "Chloropidae#\ Taene!
aptera sp[ "Micropezidae# and Richardea sp[ "Rich!
ardiidae# "Table 0#[ These four species were not found
in other fruits at La Selva "except for Taeneaptera sp[\
which was once reared from a Pterocarpus sp[ fruit#
Preliminary results of experimental manipulations
using the three ~y species show that their larvae com!
pete both intra! and interspeci_cally "Inouye 0887#[

Data on the spatial distributions of each species
were obtained by collecting 00Ð25 "mean � 13# fruits
from underneath 17 trees at La Selva Biological
Research Station\ Costa Rica[ These fruits were col!
lected from May to July of 0885^ patterns similar to
those reported below were observed in 0883\ 0884 and
0886[ After collection\ all larvae longer than 0 mm
were identi_ed and counted[ Because each tree is a
discrete patch at a larger spatial scale\ i[e[ a super!
patch\ for each species\ the mean density of larvae and
the degree of aggregation among fruits were calculated
separately for each tree[ Fruit volume did not vary
dramatically "Inouye 0887#\ so calculations assumed
fruits had a constant volume "but see Sevenster 0885#[

NESTED SPATIAL PATTERNS IN A NATURAL

SYSTEM] RESULTS

Insect larvae were usually signi_cantly aggregated
among the fruits under a single Apeiba tree "Table 0#[
Two di}erent measures of aggregation were used[ The
Index of Dispersion tests whether a distribution is
signi_cantly more aggregated than a random "Pois!
son# distribution with the same mean "Krebs 0878#[
The more general Index of Crowding was also calcu!
lated\ JA � s1:"m#1 Ð "0:m#\ where s1 is the variance and
m is the mean of a species| distribution "Ives 0880#[ This
measure of aggregation is not speci_c to a particular
probability distribution\ and can describe a constant
density as well as aggregated distributions[ A Poisson
distribution has JA � 9[ The crowding index and nega!

Table 0[ The distributions of common Apeiba!feeding insects[ Distributions of the four most common species\ calculated
separately for the fruits under each tree[ The mean and J values are weighted by the number of fruits collected per tree

) of trees where ) of trees where Mean density "no[ Weighted mean
Species present aggregated� of fruit# J "crowding index#

Taeneaptera sp[ 099 85 2=27 5=27
Richardia sp[ 66 56 9=63 5=32
Chlorops sp[ 099 78 0=18 2[45
Tineinae sp[ 86 71 9=80 4[26

�Index of Dispersion "P ³ 9=94#[

tive binomial distribution are related\ such that given
a negative binomial distribution\ JA � 0:k\ where k
is the negative binomial|s aggregation parameter[ A
negative binomial distribution provided a good quali!
tative _t for most of the aggregated distributions
inspected[

The patterns of correlation between species pairs
were also investigated\ because positive or negative
associations may exacerbate or ameliorate inter!
speci_c competition\ respectively[ At the scale of fruits
under a single tree\ larvae of di}erent species have
uncorrelated distributions for all but one of 070 poss!
ible pairwise correlations "Table 1\ Bonferroni!
adjusted Spearman|s rank correlations#[ At the spatial
scale of trees\ the mean densities of Taeneaptera sp[
and Richardia sp[ are positively correlated "r1 � 9=31\
P � 9=903#\ but all other pairwise correlations are
nonsigni_cant "Table 1\ Spearman|s rank corre!
lations#[ The fact that the distributions of species are
generally uncorrelated or positively correlated at the
scales of both fruits under a single tree and separate
trees suggests that resource partitioning is not likely
to be prevalent among these species\ and that aggre!
gation may be playing an important role in mediating
their interactions[

The mean density of a species under di}erent trees
varied more than 19!fold "Fig[ 0#[ The degree of aggre!
gation\ as indicated by the crowding index JA\ also
varied among trees\ ranging from highly aggregated
to slightly more uniform than a Poisson distribution
"Fig[ 1#[ When calculated from samples of fruits under
di}erent trees\ such statistics might appear to be
di}erent as a result of sampling error alone\ especially
if individuals are aggregated[ To test whether the
observed distributions of means and JA values were
di}erent from variation due to sampling error alone\
null distributions of the mean densities of each species
under di}erent trees were generated by simulating
samples equal in size to the _eld collections[ The sam!
ples were drawn from negative binomial distributions
_t to the data for each species pooled over all trees[
Mean and JA values for 0999 samples were simulated[

All of the four most abundant species have dis!
tributions of means that are signi_cantly di}erent
from the null distribution generated by sampling error
"G!tests\ P!values all ³ 9=90#[ Three of the four most
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Table 1[ Correlations among species at two scales[ Spearman|s rank correlation coe.cients for pairs of species[ Values above
the diagonal are means 2 0 SD at the scale of fruits under a single tree[ Values below the diagonal are the correlations among
mean densities at the scale of di}erent trees

Species Taeneaptera sp[ Richardia sp[ Chlorops sp[ Tineinae sp[

Taeneaptera sp[ 0 9=29 2 12 Ð9=96 2 07 Ð9=98 2 10
Richardia sp[ 9=31� 0 9=94 2 19 Ð9=94 2 08
Chlorops sp[ 9[05 9=90 0 9=21 2 18
Tineinae sp[ Ð9=18 Ð9=09 Ð9=92 0

� P ³ 9=94[

Fig[ 0[ Distribution of the mean density of Chlorops sp[ "lar!
vae per fruit# under 17 trees[ This distribution of mean den!
sities is signi_cantly di}erent from a null distribution gen!
erated by random sampling "see text for details#[

Fig[ 1[ Distribution of the index of crowding\ JA\ for Chlorops
sp[ larvae under 17 trees[ A JA value of 9 indicates the mean
and variance are equal[ This distribution is signi_cantly
di}erent from a null distribution generated by random
sampling[

abundant species "all but Taeneaptera sp[# had JA

distributions that were signi_cantly more variable
than their null distributions based upon sampling
error alone "G!tests\ P!values ³ 9=90#[ The fact that the

distributions of mean densities and JA are signi_cantly
di}erent from that expected due to sampling alone
means that\ at the scales of both trees and fruits\ there
is signi_cant variation that may a}ect the competitive
interactions of the species[

Methods

MODEL 0] EFFECTS OF AGGREGATION AT

MULTIPLE SPATIAL SCALES IN A WELL!MIXED

SYSTEM

To enable a comparison between the e}ects of aggre!
gation at a single scale and at multiple scales\ simu!
lations presented here were based upon the structure
outlined by Atkinson + Shorrocks "0870\ 0873#\ thus
incorporating the following similar assumptions[ All
patches are assumed to be identical in size and quality[
The probability distributions for each species are used
to calculate the expected frequencies of di}erent com!
binations of competitors in a patch[ The competitive
outcome of each combination is multiplied by the
expected frequency of the combination\ and the results
are summed over all possible combinations[ This
model departs from the simulations run by Atkinson
+ Shorrocks "0873# by including spatial variation at
two scales\ and by evaluating coexistence in a slightly
di}erent manner[ The competition equations used to
calculate the outcome of each combination of com!
petitors will _rst be described\ and then the method
for calculating the expected frequency of di}erent
combinations[ For simplicity only two species of com!
petitors are considered\ but the models can readily be
extended to include many species[

THE STRUCTURE OF COMPETITION

In the models presented here there are two spatial
scales at which the resource is patchy[ Competition
occurs within patches at the smaller spatial scale "i[e[
fruits under a single tree#\ but patches are found within
superpatches whose mean density and degree of aggre!
gation may vary[ Following Atkinson + Shorrocks
"0873#\ the results of competition in each patch are
calculated using the equations of Hassell + Comins
"0865#]
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Xt¦0 � lxXt ð0 ¦ ax"Xt ¦aYt#ŁÐb eqn 0a

and

Yt¦0 � lyYt ð0 ¦ ay"Yt¦bXt#ŁÐb eqn 0b

where Xt and Yt represent the densities of the two
competitors in generation t\ and li is the intrinsic
population growth rate of species i[ The parameter b
describes the form of competition[ When b � 0 the
equations describe {contest| competition\ and as
values of b increase\ competition becomes more
{scramble| like "Hassell 0864#[ The carrying capacity
"K# within each patch for species i in isolation is
ð"li#0:b Ð 0Ł:ai[ For this study it was assumed that the
carrying capacity was identical for the two competi!
tors\ and that the species di}er only in their com!
petition coe.cients "i[e[ lx � ly\ ax � ay\ and b is the
same for both species#[ Because this study was pri!
marily interested in how aggregation of the superior
competitor might facilitate persistence of an inferior
competitor\ it was assumed that the density of the
inferior competitor does not a}ect the superior com!
petitor\ i[e[ X represents the density of the superior
competitor\ and ¦a equals zero[ Therefore the mag!
nitude of b determines the strength of competition[

The frequency with which di}erent combinations
of competitors occur depends on the distributions of
those competitors at each of two spatial scales\ and
on their covariance[ It was assumed that the two spec!
ies have independent distributions at both spatial
scales\ as had generally been observed for the Apeiba!
feeding insects[ As in previous models of aggregation!
mediated coexistence\ Poisson and negative binomial
distributions were used to describe random and aggre!
gated distributions of individuals\ respectively "Atkin!
son + Shorrocks 0870\ 0873^ Ives 0874#[ The inferior
competitor was assumed to follow a Poisson dis!
tribution that does not vary at the larger spatial scale\
and the e}ect of varying only the distribution of the
superior competitor at both scales was examined[
Within each superpatch the superior competitor had
either a Poisson or a negative binomial distribution[
Previous theoretical studies have found that the dis!
tribution of the superior competitor is much more
important for determining coexistence than that of
the inferior competitor "Atkinson + Shorrocks 0870^
Ives + May 0874^ Tilman 0883#[

INCORPORATING VARIATION AMONG

SUPERPATCHES

The single parameter of the Poisson distribution\ u\
represents both the mean and variance[ The negative
binomial distribution has two parameters^ the mean\
m\ and the degree of aggregation\ k "several other
parameterizations are possible\ e[g[ DeGroot 0875#[
As k is decreased from positive in_nity to its lower
limit of zero\ the negative binomial distribution chan!

ges from an asymptotically Poisson distribution to a
highly aggregated distribution[

Previous studies considered aggregation at a single
spatial scale\ so the parameters of probability dis!
tributions "u\ or m and k# were constants[ Some studies
relaxed the assumption that k is constant and allowed
k to vary as a function of the mean density "e[g[
Rosewell et al[ 0889#\ but all patches were still con!
strained to sample from a single negative binomial
distribution each generation[ Here\ m and k can take
di}erent values for each superpatch[ In other words\
the parameters are themselves random variables\
drawn from probability distributions speci_ed by hyp!
erparameters[

It is assumed that m and k for each superpatch
are drawn from separate gamma distributions\ which
guarantees that they are continuous and positive[
Independent distributions were assigned to mX and k
because for most of the species in the Apeiba system
the degree of aggregation and the mean density are
uncorrelated "Inouye 0887#\ and for mathematical
simplicity[ The probability density functions "pdf# for
mX and k are]

P"m=nm\ 8m# �8mm
g"nm−0# eg−"8mm#:G"nm#

and

P"k=nk\ 8k# �8kkg"nk−0# eg−"8km#:G"nk#

"for n and 8 × 9#

where G is the gamma function[ The means are nm:8m

and nk:8k\ and variances are nm:8m
1 and nk:8k

1[ The
parameters can be changed independently to represent
a wide range of distributions\ from skewed "cf[ Figs 0
and 1[# to nearly symmetric[ For all simulations a
constant ratio of the variance to the mean was used
for the gamma distributions of m and k\ rather than a
constant variance\ because the mean changes over the
course of the simulation[ For the gamma distribution\
the variance to mean ratio is equal to the inverse of
the shape parameter "0:8#[

Because competition occurs at the smaller\ within!
patches scale\ the distribution of individuals is cal!
culated at this scale\ given a probability distribution
with parameters that vary among superpatches[ This
is equivalent to _nding the marginal distribution of
individuals at the smaller scale by integrating the
probability distribution with respect to its variable
parameters[ The pdf for a Poisson distribution is
P"y=u# � u y eÐu:y;\ where y is the number of com!
petitors per patch[ For a Poisson distribution with
parameter u\ when u has a gamma "nu\ 8u# distribution\
the appropriate integral is Ð�

9 P"y=u# P"u=nu\ 8u# du[
After integration and some simpli_cation the result
can be recognized as a negative binomial distribution
with parameters m � nu:8u and k � "8u ¦ nu#:"8u ¦ 0#
"Gelman et al[ 0884#[ Thus\ if the superior competitor
has a random distribution within each superpatch "e[g[
tree#\ but also has a variable rate parameter "e[g[ the
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mean density varies among trees#\ then the marginal
distribution is not Poisson but negative binomial[

The integral of a negative binomial distribution
with respect to its gamma!distributed parameters has
no known closed form solution[ The marginal dis!
tribution for the negative binomial was therefore cal!
culated using numerical simulation[ The approach
was to draw values for mX and k from their respective
gamma distributions\ and then draw the number of
individuals in a patch from a negative binomial dis!
tribution with the chosen mX and k[ The negative
binomial distribution was truncated at 19 times the
patch carrying capacity\ where the distribution|s tail
is negligible[ This process was then repeated at least
2999 times to estimate the shape of the marginal dis!
tribution for each generation[

The marginal distribution obtained by integrating
over variable parameters represents the distribution
of individuals over all patches\ given the assumption
that there is complete mixing among superpatches
every generation[ If only some individuals disperse
among superpatches\ then the distribution of indi!
viduals in the next generation is an admixture of the
marginal distribution due to mixing and local dis!
tributions due to processes within each superpatch[
The assumption of complete mixing is relaxed in
model 1[

The present study assumed that the superior com!
petitor is una}ected by the inferior competitor "equa!
tion 0#\ thus similar distributions of the superior com!
petitor are recreated every generation\ and coexistence
criteria are the same every generation[ Because the
mean density of the superior competitor a}ects the
survival of the inferior competitor\ the maximum
value of the competition coe.cient "b# was calculated
that would allow the inferior competitor to increase
from a low density\ when the superior competitor
was at its equilibrium density[ An under!appreciated
consequence of aggregation is that the equilibrium
density of a species decreases as the degree of aggre!
gation of that species increases "Hanski 0870#[ Fig!
ure 2 shows the relationship between the equilibrium
density of a single species and its degree of aggregation
"using equation 0#[ The equilibrium mean density
among patches is lower than the carrying capacity\
and only asymptotically approaches the carrying
capacity as the distribution of individuals becomes
random[ Therefore the model was run with only the
superior competitor present until it reached its equi!
librium[ When the superior competitor reached its
equilibrium density the inferior competitor was intro!
duced\ following a Poisson distribution with a mean
density of 0) of the single!species carrying capacity[
The study then solves for the maximum value of b

that gave the inferior competitor a positive population
growth rate[ Although it is theoretically possible for
there to be a stable equilibrium where the inferior
competitor has a density less than 0) of its single!
species carrying capacity\ such a low!density popu!

Fig[ 2[ Aggregation depresses the single!species equilibrium
density below the per patch carrying capacity in a nonlinear
fashion[ As k approaches in_nity the equilibrium density
asymptotically approaches the carrying capacity "K � 4#[

lation would probably not be viable in nature\ unless
the carrying capacity were extremely large[

To _nd the maximum value of b allowing an
increase in the density of the inferior competitor "bmax#\
the competition equation was rewritten for the inferior
competitor to represent patches with di}erent densit!
ies\ and then the Van WijngaardenÐDekkerÐBrent
method was used "Press et al[ 0878# to solve numeri!
cally for b\ such that the population growth rate of
the inferior competitor was zero "i[e[ Yt � Yt ¦ 0#[
Speci_cally\ equation 0b can be rewritten with X and
Y as probability vectors\ and expressed as]

9 �SySx" y ðl"0 ¦ ay"y ¦ bx##ÐbÐ 0Ł P" y#P"x##

where P" y# and P"x# are the marginal probabilities
of observing y or x individuals of species Y or X\
respectively\ in a patch[ This equation has only one
real root for b "bmax#\ because the equilibrium for
equation 0 "a\ b# is globally stable "Hassell + Comins
0865#[ For any value of b above this root the inferior
competitor decreases in abundance[ For values of b

below this root the inferior competitor increases in
density until it has reached its own equilibrium[
Because the inferior competitor does not a}ect the
population dynamics of the superior competitor\ this
method will _nd any equilibrium for the inferior com!
petitor that is greater than its initial density[

MODEL 1] ADDING MOVEMENT AMONG

SUPERPATCHES

Model 1 relaxes the assumption of model 0 that there
is global dispersal among superpatches[ Otherwise the
structure of the two models is similar[ Limited move!
ment is incorporated by allowing a fraction\ g\ of
individuals to leave their natal superpatch and enter
a pool of dispersers[ The pool of dispersing individuals
is then divided equally among superpatches[ Thus\
movement is described by the equation
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Xi\a � gX�\b¦ "0 Ð g# Xi\b\ where Xi\a is the density of
individuals in superpatch i after dispersal\ X�\b is the
mean density over all superpatches\ and Xi\b represents
the density of individuals in superpatch i before dis!
persal[ An analogous equation describes movement
for the second species[ To avoid confounding the
e}ects of variation in aggregation among super!
patches with e}ects of the fugitive species mechanism
for coexistence "Horn + MacArthur 0861#\ where
coexistence is a result of di}erences in movement rates\
both species are assigned identical values of g[

In model 1 the superior competitor was distributed
among patches within a superpatch according to a
negative binomial distribution[ The distribution of the
inferior competitor within superpatches was Poisson[
The outcome of competition in each patch was cal!
culated using the same Hassell and Comins com!
petition equations "Hassell + Comins 0865# as for
model 0 "equation 0#\ with the parameter b � 0[ Vari!
ation in the degree of aggregation among superpatches
was represented by assigning each superpatch a
di}erent value of k\ randomly drawn from a gamma
distribution[ The value of k for a superpatch was
assigned at the beginning of each simulation and did
not change across generations[ Unlike model 0\ there
was no intrinsic variation in mean density that was
recreated each generation[ This does not mean that mX

and mY were necessarily constant[ Variation in mean
densities is a potential consequence of variation in k
at low movement rates[

Simulations for model 1 were started with the
superior competitor near its equilibrium density by
simulating several generations before introducing the
inferior competitor^ otherwise transient patterns in
the dynamics of the competitors could appear[ The
inferior competitor was introduced at 0) of its single!
species carrying capacity[ The simulation kept track
of 099 superpatches[ For each generation\ the com!
petition equations were iterated\ taking into account
all possible combinations of competitors within each
superpatch and the expected frequencies of those com!
binations[ Competition was followed by movement
and reproduction of survivors\ if g is nonzero[ For
simplicity\ the hyperparameter 8k from the Gamma
distribution of k!values was set equal to one[ The
structure of this model is similar to that of many
simple metapopulation models "Kareiva 0889^ Has!
tings + Harrison 0883#[ From the perspective of the
inferior competitor superpatches vary in quality as a
result of di}erences in the degree of aggregation of
the superior competitor[

Because of limited movement among superpatches
and variation in k\ the distributions of superior com!
petitors di}ered among superpatches\ and thus bmax

di}ered among superpatches[ Therefore\ in model 1
the criterion for coexistence was based not on bmax but
on the number of generations until the mean density
per patch of the inferior competitor fell below a mini!
mum threshold "9=1) of K# in every superpatch\ as a

function of b and g[ The simulations were run until it
was clear that the inferior competitor would increase
in density\ go globally extinct\ or persist in some super!
patches and go locally extinct in others[

Results

MODEL 0

The maximum competition coe.cient that will allow
the inferior competitor to increase from an initially
low density depends on the distribution of the superior
competitor[ As noted above\ a Poisson distribution of
the superior competitor with parameter u\ when u has
a gamma"nu\ 8u# distribution\ has a marginal negative
binomial distribution[ This means that the results of
previous studies using negative binomial distributions
at a single scale are applicable[ The e}ect of changing
the mean degree of aggregation\ k\ on bmax\ the
maximum intensity of competition allowing coexist!
ence\ is shown by the solid curve in Fig[ 3[ Coexistence
is possible for all values of b below this line[

A negative binomial distribution with variable par!
ameters has a marginal distribution that looks very
similar to another negative binomial distribution\ but
the present study could not prove them to be equi!
valent[ Because of nonlinear relationships between k\
the mean\ m and variance\ the marginal distribution
of a negative binomial distribution with variable par!
ameters is more leptokurtic and has higher variance

Fig[ 3[ bmax as a function of the mean degree of aggregation
of the superior competitor[ The horizontal line at 0 is the
value of bmax if the superior competitor is not aggregated[
The solid curve shows values of bmax for a superior competitor
with a negative binomial distribution[ The upper curves show
values of bmax when the superior competitor has a negative
binomial distribution with parameters that are gamma dis!
tributed variables\ with hyperparameters 8m and 8k equal to
1\ 0 or 9=4 "i[e[ variance ] mean ratio of 9=4\ 0 or 1#[ The
hyperparameters nm and nk help to determine the mean degree
of aggregation[ For both species l � 3\ a � 9=7\ and b � 0
"equation 0#[
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than a negative binomial distribution with constant
parameters which are equal to the means of the vari!
able parameters[ Figure 3 shows that for any given
mean value of k\ bmax increases as the degree of varia!
bility of mX and k increases "i[e[ as 8m and 8k decrease#[

Variation in mX does not a}ect bmax in the same way
as variation in k "Fig[ 4# because these parameters
change the marginal distribution of individuals in
di}erent ways[ Variation in k among superpatches
with a constant mean has practically no e}ect on
bmax when the mean value of k is relatively high\ but
variability in k strongly increases bmax when the mean
value of k is small[ This is despite the fact that the
absolute variance of k is smaller when the mean is
small\ because the variance to mean ratio is held con!
stant[ Keeping k constant but making the mean vari!
able has an appreciable e}ect on bmax at all values of
k[

Simulations showed that the scaling parameter b
from the Hassell and Comins competition equations
has very little e}ect on bmax\ and then only when indi!
viduals are highly aggregated "i[e[ k ³ 0\ results not
shown#[ This is because the outcome of scramble and
contest competition only di}ers at high densities "Has!
sell 0864#[ The e}ect of higher values of b "i[e[ more
scramble!like competition# is to increase b max for a
given k\ but only by a very small amount[

The results shown in Figs 3 and 4 were also robust to
changes in the density at which the inferior competitor
was introduced "results shown are for an initial density
of 0) of K#[ Simulations were run in the present study
in which the inferior competitor was introduced at
9=91)\ and 1) of the single!species patch carrying
capacity[ Introducing the inferior competitor at
9=91) of K did not change the qualitative relationship

Fig[ 4[ Variation in the parameters m and k has separate
e}ects[ The horizontal line is as in Fig[ 3[ The solid curve
shows values of bmax for a superior competitor with a negative
binomial distribution and both parameters constant[ If vari!
able\ the hyperparameters 8m and 8k are equal to 0[ The
hyperparameters nm and nk help to determine the mean degree
of aggregation[

between k and bmax\ but increased bmax nearly uni!
formly by ¼ 5) "other parameters the same as in
Figs 3\ 4#[ When the inferior competitor was intro!
duced at 1) of K\ bmax was decreased by ¼ 2)\
however\ the decrease in bmax was slightly less at high
values of k and slightly more at lower values of k
"k ³³ 1#[

MODEL 1

When the movement parameter g is equal to 0 "Fig[
5c#\ which represents complete mixing every gener!
ation\ the two models are similar and provide quali!
tatively similar results[ As the superior competitor
becomes more aggregated "lower values of k#\ coexist!
ence becomes possible for larger values of bmax\ and
the inferior competitor persists for more generations[

Fig[ 5[ The rate of movement among superpatches changes
the number of generations that the competitors can coexist
for given values of k and b[
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This paper shows the results for only a single threshold
density for persistence\ 9=1) of K "Fig[ 5#[ Decreasing
the threshold density to 9=0) or 9=94) of the single!
species carrying capacity did increase the number of
generations that the inferior competitor can persist\
but it did so for all movement rates\ and did not alter
the qualitative e}ect of movement on generations of
coexistence or other results[ The results presented here
were calculated with 8k � 0^ changes in 8k had little
e}ect "results not shown#[

EFFECT OF MOVEMENT ON THE PERSISTENCE

OF THE INFERIOR COMPETITOR

Overall\ increasing the rate of movement among
superpatches "increasing g# decreased the number of
generations that the superior and inferior competitors
coexist "Fig[ 5#[ For high values of k\ lower rates of
movement increased the number of generations that
the inferior competitor can persist\ but only by a few
generations[ At low values of k restricted movement
strongly increased persistence\ and a small change in
g could make the di}erence between rapid extinction
and inde_nite coexistence[ Only for a small range of
parameters when movement was limited "g near 9# was
it possible to have the inferior competitor persist in
some superpatches and remain practically absent from
others[

NO MOVEMENT BETWEEN SUPERPATCHES

In the absence of movement among superpatches
"g � 9#\ the individuals in di}erent superpatches con!
stitute independent populations[ Each population of
the inferior competitor either went extinct or reached
an equilibrium value\ depending on the degree of
aggregation of the superior competitor in that super!
patch[ This means that the inferior competitor some!
times had a relatively high regional density averaged
over all superpatches\ and yet was extinct in most[ In
this case only one or a few superpatches were respon!
sible for the survival of the inferior competitor\ and
loss of those few superpatches would cause regional
extinction[ Whether or not the inferior competitor
persisted depended on the superior competitor|s mini!
mum value of k over all superpatches[ In theory\ if
there were an in_nite number of superpatches and a
continuous distribution of k!values for those super!
patches\ then there would always be some "perhaps
very small# fraction of the superpatches where the
inferior competitor could persist[ But in reality\ the
distribution of k!values will have _nite tails\ and there
is always a _nite number of superpatches[ This is
what allowed global loss of the inferior competitor in
simulations even when there was no movement "e[g[
at high values of b and k\ Fig[ 5a#[

EFFECT OF MOVEMENT ON THE VARIANCE OF

MEAN DENSITIES AMONG SUPERPATCHES

In model 0 a superior competitor with a negative
binomial distribution was considered in which one or
both of the parameters mX and k were variable[ When
these parameters were both variable they were
assigned independently[ In model 1 intrinsic variation
in k only was assumed\ but that did not mean that
mX was constant among superpatches[ Instead\ the
distributions among superpatches of mX and mY\ the
mean densities per superpatch of the superior and
inferior competitors\ respectively\ could change over
time[ Thus\ rather than assuming variation in mX

existed\ in model 1 variation in mX could arise as a
consequence of intrinsic variation in k only[ An under!
standing of variation in mX helps to explain the mech!
anism by which variation in k in model 1 promotes
coexistence[ This may also be helpful for investigating
the e}ects of movement in _eld!collected data\ as
many data sets show correlations between the mean
density and the degree of aggregation "Taylor\ Woi!
wood + Perry 0868^ Rosewell et al[ 0889#[

When the rate of movement among superpatches
was high\ the variance in both mX and mY was low
"Fig[ 6#[ At the extreme "g � 0#\ the density in all
superpatches was reset to the global mean density
every generation[ The variance in mX and mY increased
more slowly with decreased movement when the mean
value of k was high\ i[e[ when the superior competitor
was not highly aggregated on average^ for example\
when k was greater than 3\ the coe.cient of variation
in mX and mY was always less than 9=94 "cf[ Figure 6#[
Dependence on k arose because of the nonlinear
relationship between k and the equilibrium density of
the superior competitor "Fig[ 2#[ The variance in mY

depended directly on the distribution of the superior
competitor as measured by k^ recall that the dis!
tribution of the inferior competitor was Poisson[

Fig[ 6[ In model 1\ the coe.cient of variation "CV# of the
mean densities of competitors among superpatches depends
on the rate of movement among superpatches[ Error bars
represent 2 0 SE of the CV[ X denotes the superior competi!
tor[ "b � 1\ mean k � 2\ 8X � 0#[
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Because the variance in mX was a result of variance in
k\ when there was little movement among super!
patches mX\ mY and k became highly correlated within
a few generations[ For the superior competitor\ mX

and k were positively correlated "r ¼ 9=7 for the simu!
lations described above#\ whereas for the inferior com!
petitor mY was always negatively correlated with k "r
depended nonlinearly on g\ and ranged from Ð9=04
to Ð9=74#[ However\ when either the movement rate
or k was high\ the correlations between mX\ mY and k
were not signi_cantly di}erent from zero because the
total variance in mX and mY was extremely small[

Discussion

The distributions of competitors can have aggregated
patterns at more than one spatial scale[ For fruit!
feeding insects\ trees and their fruits are an obvious
case of patches nested within superpatches[ Animal
dung is another example of a patchy and ephemeral
resource that supports diverse insect communities
"reviewed in Hanski 0889#\ and can be patchy at two
scales[ Each pile of dung is a discrete patch at a smaller
spatial scale\ while di}erent social groups or pastures
might represent superpatches[ This pattern may also
be found in plantÐinsect systems\ where individual
host plants are found within larger patches "e[g[ dis!
turbed areas\ tree!fall gaps\ etc[#[ In some systems
there may even be relevant spatial patterns at more
than two scales[ Debouzie + coauthors "0882\ 0885#
investigated spatial patterns for weevils at four nested
scales\ from patches of trees down to individual nuts
within a husk\ and found signi_cant intraspeci_c
aggregation at three of these scales[

Since spatial patterns can be measured at multiple
scales\ understanding the regional coexistence of com!
petitors will require an understanding of the e}ects
of spatial variation at multiple scales^ for example\
Atkinson + Shorrocks "0873# and Ives + May "0874#
showed that patchiness will not promote coexistence
of competitors if the superior competitor has a Pois!
son distribution within a single superpatch[ However\
if the mean densities vary among superpatches\ then
the marginal distribution of competitors among all
patches has an aggregated\ rather than Poisson\ dis!
tribution "e[g[ Jaenike 0883#[ This degree of aggre!
gation might be su.cient to allow regional coexist!
ence\ when\ on average\ the distribution within any
one superpatch would not[ This scenario\ in which
aggregation is a product of variation at two scales\
represents one point on a continuum of spatial
patterns[ At one extreme\ there may be no variation
within superpatches but marked aggregation among
superpatches[ At the other extreme\ the distribution
within each superpatch may be aggregated\ while
superpatches do not vary[

In the following sections the importance of inte!
grating variation in density and aggregation at mul!
tiple spatial scales for understanding mechanisms of

coexistence is discussed[ First well!mixed cases will be
discussed\ in which the marginal distribution is an
appropriate representation of the distribution of com!
petitors over all patches[ This approach has impli!
cations for how _eld data should be collected\ and
for how spatial variation is represented in theoretical
investigations[ The amount of movement among
superpatches will also determine the regional dis!
tribution of competitors\ and thus in~uence their
coexistence[ Finally there is an exploration of how
movement rates might be incorporated into an under!
standing of how spatial patterns at multiple scales
combine to determine coexistence[

DESCRIBING SPATIAL AGGREGATION AS A

FUNCTION OF PROCESSES AT TWO SCALES

Many organisms have di}erent types or timescales of
behaviours at di}erent spatial scales[ For the guild of
Apeiba!feeding insects that motivated the models in
this paper\ competition probably occurs only among
larvae\ which complete their development within a
single fruit[ It is unlikely that these insects compete at
the larger scale of trees\ but potentially important
spatial variation is created by the behaviours of adult
insects\ which ~y among trees[ Thus at a small scale
one might study certain interspeci_c interactions\
whereas at a larger scale one might concentrate on the
preferences and behaviours of adults that in~uence
their distribution among trees or forest types[ While
each of these studies can pro_tably address questions
at an appropriate single scale\ any study that attempts
to address issues involving phenomena at multiple
scales\ such as studies of regional population dynam!
ics or coexistence\ must explicitly consider all relevant
scales[

One promising way to describe explicitly processes
at multiple nested scales is demonstrated in this paper[
Rather than keep track of every individual in a spa!
tially explicit description\ variation among small!scale
patches was represented by probability distributions\
and the parameters of these distributions were made
variables in order to describe large!scale variation
among superpatches[ Similarly\ in a model of hostÐ
parasitoid interactions\ May "0867# justi_ed his use of
a negative binomial distribution of parasitoid attacks
using a Poisson distribution with variable mean\ how!
ever\ he did not specify a distribution for the mean[
Calculating a marginal distribution by integrating out
the variation at one scale provides a description of the
regional pattern of spatial variation\ and takes into
account the variation present at both scales[ Ignoring
the variation among superpatches by using only mean
values of the parameters that dictate the distribution
of competitors within a superpatch will give incorrect
predictions whenever the predictors of interest "e[g[
bmax# are nonlinearly related to the parameters[ The
reason is that Jenson|s inequality "which states that
the mean of a function is not equal to the function of
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the mean# applies to the results of both the models
presented above[

The e}ects of changes in the mean density and
degree of aggregation "mX and k# on the ability of
competitors to coexist are strongly nonlinear[ Figure 4
shows that\ for a negative binomial distribution\ when
mX is held constant and k is variable the e}ect on bmax

depends on the mean value of k[ At higher values of
k\ variance in k has almost no e}ect on bmax[ This is
because at high values of k the relationship between k
and bmax is nearly linear "as shown by the line for
constant mX and k in Figs 3\ 4#[ As k gets smaller and
the relationship between k and bmax becomes more
nonlinear\ variation in k has a larger e}ect on bmax[
Making mX variable increases bmax for a di}erent
reason[ Recall that as k gets larger a negative binomial
distribution converges asymptotically to a Poisson
distribution[ Adding variance to the mean of a Poisson
distribution skews its marginal distribution and
increases its overall variance "Jaenike 0883#[ The same
result occurs when the mean of the negative binomial
distribution varies\ and this e}ect remains important
even when k is large[

METHODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

The results of model 0 demonstrate that incorporating
spatial variation at two nested scales can change the
predicted outcome of competition between two spec!
ies[ This implies that _eld data should be collected in
a spatially structured manner\ and that it should be
analysed in a way that does not ignore variation at all
but one scale[ An alternative methodological
approach that would avoid using hyperparameters
would be to ignore variation among superpatches "e[g[
trees# and estimate the overall distribution of indi!
viduals based on a random sample of patches "e[g[
fruits#[ A truly random sample would provide an
unbiased estimate of the marginal distribution\ but
there are at least three problems with this approach[
The _rst problem is that it ignores information about
the biological processes that act at the di}erent scales\
which is potentially useful for generating hypotheses
about the natural history responsible for spatial pat!
terning[ The second problem is a practical one\ which
is that a truly random sample is di.cult to collect
unless all superpatches are identi_ed[ A sampling
regime that _rst selects a random set of superpatches\
and then samples only from within those super!
patches\ will yield an estimate of the marginal dis!
tribution that is biased and has large sampling error[
If only some superpatches are available\ then it is
more parsimonious to sample from these\ estimate
the variance among superpatches\ and assume that
unsampled patches have a similar distribution of par!
ameters[ Third\ using a single random sample is not
appropriate if movement is restricted\ so that com!
petition is in~uenced more by the local distribution
than the regional distribution of competitors[

For theoretical investigations\ the approach of
explicitly including variation by integrating over hyp!
erparameters is widely applicable\ provided that the
rate of movement among superpatches is high[ The
models described in this paper used numerical simu!
lation and analytical methods[ The ~exibility of the
gamma distribution means that the results presented
here are fairly general\ but data from a natural system
may have a bimodal distribution\ or other features
that prevent use of a standard distribution[ In situ!
ations where one needs to combine unusual dis!
tributions or sample from empirical distributions of
data\ a Markov chain Monte Carlo "MCMC#
approach is likely to be useful "Gilks et al[ 0885#[

LIMITED MOVEMENT AMONG SUPERPATCHES

The results of model 1 "Fig[ 5# show that the number
of generations that the inferior competitor can persist
is\ in part\ dependent on the rate of movement among
superpatches[ If individuals do not freely mix among
all patches\ then their marginal distribution\ as cal!
culated in model 0\ will underestimate the regional
spatial variation in competitor density experienced
by individuals[ This means the marginal distribution
provides the minimum e}ect of spatial variation at
multiple scales for promoting coexistence of com!
petitors[ This holds for the case in which the superior
competitor has a Poisson distribution within super!
patches and there is variation in u among superpatches
"results not shown#\ as well as for the case presented
in model 1\ where the parameter k of the negative
binomial distribution is variable[ In both cases limited
movement promotes coexistence because it a}ects the
rate of mixing between population sources and popu!
lation sinks for the inferior competitor "Pulliam 0877^
Doak 0884#[ In the _rst case\ that of variation in
the Poisson parameter u\ superpatches in which the
superior competitor is present at a low density "low u#
represent source populations for the inferior competi!
tor\ while sinks occur where the superior competitor
is at a high density[ In the case of variation in the
negative binomial parameter k\ populations of the
inferior competitor are sources where the superior
competitor is highly aggregated\ and sinks where the
superior competitor is weakly aggregated[ The e}ects
of movement on the coexistence of the competitors in
model 1 are based on the assumption that the value
of k for each superpatch does not change over time[
Thus\ each superpatch has a stable equilibrium mean
density based on the within!superpatch distribution
and migration[ If the values of k were changed every
generation\ then the e}ects of movement might be
altered[

In model 1\ low movement rates among super!
patches also had the potential to create variation in
mX and mY among superpatches\ and this variation
was correlated with the value of k for the superior
competitor[ Taylor\ Woiwod + Perry "0867\ 0868# and
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Rosewell et al[ "0889# observed that in many data sets
there is a correlation between the mean density in a
patch and the degree of aggregation as measured by
k\ and that this correlation "when present# could be
positive or negative[ The results of model 1 suggest a
mechanism for creating a correlation between m and
k\ if di}erent species have correlated values of k in
each superpatch[ Furthermore\ the sign of a cor!
relation between m and k would depend on the struc!
ture of competitive interactions[ For most species of
insects that live in Apeiba fruits the within!tree dis!
tribution of larvae is signi_cantly aggregated\ yet the
mean density of larvae is not signi_cantly correlated
with the degree of aggregation under each tree "Inouye
0887#[ This suggests that the signi_cant variation in
mean densities observed in this system are not due
solely to limited movement among trees combined
with _xed spatial variation in aggregation[ Other
characteristics of either the trees or their locations
probably also in~uence the mean densities of these
insects[

Decreasing the rate of movement among super!
patches promotes coexistence of the inferior com!
petitor in part because\ as discussed above\ variance
in the mean density of the superior competitor is main!
tained at low movement rates[ This spatial variance
in mX among superpatches also promotes coexistence\
as shown by model 0 "Fig[ 4#[ In model 1 mX and k are
not independent "unlike model 0#\ however\ the e}ect
of variation in the mean density will be qualitatively
similar[

Conclusions

Adding variance at a larger spatial scale increases
the variance among all patches\ and has the e}ect
predicted by Ives + May "0874# of promoting the
coexistence of competitors[ What the simulations dis!
cussed in this paper show is that the relative import!
ance of variation at each of two scales can di}er[ For
insects that use rotting fruits as a resource there are
two obvious spatial scales to consider[ Even though
the spatial variance measured at either the scale of
fruits under a single tree\ or of variation among trees\
might be insu.cient to allow the coexistence of com!
petitors\ a regional distribution that includes variation
at both scales may permit coexistence[ Evaluating the
importance of di}erent spatial scales in natural sys!
tems will require measuring aggregation at the appro!
priate scales\ as well as knowledge of the within!patch
interactions among competitors[ In cases where move!
ment among superpatches is limited\ regional popu!
lation dynamics will be a mixture of small!scale pro!
cesses and large!scale patterns of movement[
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